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Learned Evolution is growing media for growing minds.


We nurture brand evolution through multidisciplinary design,
social media, and tech-driven live experiences.



Our depth of talent, unrelenting passion for quality and
seriously fun spirit grow beautiful, engaging media
platforms for meaningful human interaction and recognition.
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---




	:: Brand ID
	:: Art Production
	:: Web Design
	:: Curation


	:: Strategy
	:: Reporting
	:: Promotions
	:: Engagement


	:: Concepting
	:: Management
	:: Space Design
	:: Technology









Press

---




"The Learned Evolution logo is called the 'Seeds of
Duality'...all the best creativity happens between and
beyond duality, not on either side."

-Complex Magazine


“Call it the “Apple/Steve Jobs” iOS strategy of complete and
total integration across all channels, while always being
ahead of the curve...” 

-Next Big Sound


“Samsung already knows how to draw a crowd to its large
Galaxy Note smartphone...At [SXSW] Samsung plans to show off
the Galaxy Note throughout the Austin Museum of Art...”

-CNET


“Rdio's more human approach is represented by the handsome
new look Sigurdsson unveiled during a SXSW event at the
Austin Museum of Art.”

-USA Today


“[#FEED] changed the way most people see art by transforming
it into an interactive experience and joining it with
real-time trending topics.”

-Forbes


"A #romance is born"

-Time


"Best Reason To Keep Going Out In Williamsburg: Brooklyn
Bowl...the oversized pleasure center"

-Catalyst


“FREAKY: Art Display At SXSW Shows Which Web Sites Are
Tracking You”

-BusinessInsider.com
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Growing Media









SDSM is our evolutionary creative
process. We apply it to everything we do.





SEEDS

Discovery


We dig deep into your world to learn about you and your
values.








DEVELOPMENT

Building


Putting our hearts, minds, and hands to work after planting
the conceptual seeds.








SYSTEMS

Product

The final creation, ready for the world to see.







META

Action


Engaging, listening, connecting, and reporting on our
findings.













Our Systems




















Design
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Connect








	
Pinterest

	
Twitter

	
Instagram

	
Facebook

	
Tumblr

	
Vimeo



	
[email protected]

	It's seriously fun to work here.


	
Location

	Ever been to BK? We love to give tours.










Clients












































































































































































































































































To Growing Minds










RECENT TUMBLR POSTS









RECENT TWEETS






→ MORE ON TWITTER



























We'd love to work with you.


Go old school and 
give us a call
718.388.2858








Say hello.
[email protected]
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Twitter

	
Instagram

	
Facebook

	
Tumblr

	
Vimeo








Meet Our Sister Company

The Meta Agency
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